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Bad Ass
h e l l o

You see beyond the surface level to the root of issues, allowing

for resolution and breakthrough of long term painful situations.

You've got a gift!

You use the truth as tool in Tarot Readings
You use the Tarot to tell it like it effing is. People come to you for straight up

advice because they know they can trust you to be honest, but loving and

compassionate.

Your Tarot Archetype is Justice
You may have your stories, but I will show you what is.

This card is from the BoneFire Tarot Deck 

This deck is raw, modern, colourful and edgy. It’s perfect

for getting to the heart of the matter and communicating

ancient archetypes in a no-bullshit way.



Strengths
Your 

Seeing past

stories to the

root of issues

You see people's bullshit ...
and call them on it.

Being

objective

Speaking for

the greater

good

This can be deeply transformational.

You often become a trusted advisor because people

respect the source of your wisdom.



Bad AssHow to develop  your skills as a Tarot

You can complement your innate gifts by focusing on the following:

Work on developing your intuition to help round out your Tarot

Reading style. This will help keep your personal opinion separate

and the ego in check.

Learn to soften your communication style when dealing with

more sensitive subjects or people so you can still deliver

messages without creating resistance within the client.

To nurture yourself, your gifts and your relationships, create rituals

or practices that open your heart and connect you with empathy

and compassion. Art, specifically with colour, Yoga, journaling and

exercise are good because they get energy moving through all

parts of the body, mind and soul.



Bad Ass
It's important to find your own niche with your readings, but in general

Tarot Bad Asses enjoy readings that:

Are with people who are ready to see the root of their issues,

rather than to talk about the symptoms of how they are

experiencing them.

Help people who are at crossroads in life and need to make

tough decisions.

Are with clients who want you as a trusted advisor as you are

good at shining light on difficult situations.

Great Readings for the Tarot



Guided ReadingYour

Getting Started

The following tarot spread is to be used intuitively so even if you are a complete

beginner you can start your journey right here. If you don’t currently own a Tarot

deck you can use a Free Tarot app to complete the reading.

Take some quiet time and create a sacred space before you shuffle

your deck and cast the cards in the tarot spread.

With a journal, look at the questions for each card. The questions

will help you delve into the secrets of each position.

If, at any time you are unsure about the tarot cards you have in your reading please

use the support of the Tarot Readers

Academy Facebook Group for aid and inspiration.



Tarot SpreadYour 

1

2 3

4 5

1. My Tarot Journey

2. My Strengths

3. My Opportunities for Growth

4. My Blocks

5. Guidance Needed

Take some time to write about your

interpretations or intuitive feelings

about this card. You can use the

questions on the next pages to help

your writing flow.



Journey1. My Tarot

This tarot card represents you as you are now and where you are at

the beginning of your tarot journey as a Tarot Badass. 

How do you feel about this card?

Do you view it is an accurate representation of where you are

at with your tarot journey?

2. My Strengths
This tarot card represents your strengths as a Tarot Badass. What you

are able to bring to your readings that no one else can and how you

can help your future clients.

How does this card represent your strengths, how can you

relate to this card?

Do you feel you are owning your strengths or do you need to

step into them more fully?



Growth3. My Opportunities for

This tarot card represents the opportunities you are being presented with to grow as

a reader. This can be spiritual, mental, physical or emotional, so be sure you check

the type of tarot card you get for clues!

In what areas do you feel you can grow as a Tarot Badass?

Are you excited about this or is it daunting?

4. My Blocks
This tarot card represents the blocks that you may have at the moment that are

holding you back from stepping forward on your journey. This as an opportunity to

clear some energies that no longer serve you.

How can you help move this energy and release it?

Was this a surprising card for you? If so, why?



Needed5. Guidance
This tarot card represents your spirit guides or higher-self’s guidance to you as you

continue your journey as a Tarot Badass.

How can you put this guidance into action?

What step can you take next to continue your Journey

exploring the Tarot?

What's Next?
Now you’ve started to explore your path as a Tarot Badass. You have reflected on

your journey, the strengths that will support you, the areas for improvement, the

blocks that are holding you back and the guidance you need to move forward.

The journey of becoming a powerful tarot reader requires much self reflection and

introspection. It also requires a thirst for learning the Tarot system and developing

your own style and wisdom using the cards.


